delfort will significantly expand its capacity for thin
printing papers in OP papírna s.r.o, CZ
delfort, the global innovation leader in the development, manufacturing and
distribution of special and functional papers, announces an investment of more
than 150 Million Euro into a new paper machine in its paper mill in Olšany, Czech
Republic.
With this investment delfort will extend its leading position in the thin, lightweight paper
industry and will support its customers in fulfilling growing demands in a complex
business environment.
This significant investment is targeted to increase the overall capacity of delfort and to
support delfort’s loyal customers in their growth with thin, lightweight and functional
paper solutions.
OP papírna, the paper mill located in Olšany, in the north east part of the Czech
Republic, has more than 150 years of experience in providing the market with specialty
thin paper and is known as one of the market leaders as a supplier of thin, lightweight
paper. Since 1999, OP papírna sets the standard in close collaboration with customers
to drive top quality and service oriented market solutions.
The new paper machine will be equipped with the most modern features and sets new
standards in the world of specialty papers. In connection with the expansion of today 's
leading production of high - quality formats, OP papírna will increase its output by more
than 2,200 km² per year.
The machine will start operations within the next two years, which will increase the
need for technical experts. The company plans to create more than 30 new jobs for
specialists.
Together with the state-of-the-art machine and the best trained experts of OP papírna,
delfort will provide existing, well appreciated paper grades. At the same time, the new
machine will support the production of innovative, high-engineered and leading paper
solutions of uncoated and surface treated wood free paper specialties in the future.
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The new manufacturing line will be installed along with Olšany and Tervakoski current
PM’s. This will offer delfort’s thin, lightweight business a unique opportunity to combine
strengths across two mills and three paper machines.
The decision to invest more than 150 Mio Euro reflects delfort’s commitment to
continue serving its customers with individual solutions for highest product
differentiation – and therefore boost the market success of its customers.
About delfort
delfort is the global innovation leader in the development, manufacturing and
distribution of special and functional papers.
Through exceptional collaboration between people, technology and expertise, our
family-owned group delivers specialized products, outstanding service and customized
solutions across the tobacco, pharmaceutical, food and labeling industries. This
includes cigarette-, plugwrap - and tipping base paper, packaging paper for fast food,
thin papers for leaflets, bible and catalog printing and publications, label base paper,
graphic papers, papers for electrical applications and printed products. delfort secures
high process competence across the supply chain through carefully selected
partnerships with reliable suppliers.
Headquartered in Austria, delfort proudly employs more than 2,300 people in six plants
across Austria, Hungary, Czech Republic, Finland and Vietnam and 4 converting
facilities in USA and Mexico. In 2016, delfort achieved a consolidated turnover of USD
850 million.

Your contact person:
Christine Fiegert
delfortgroup AG / Fabrikstraße 20 /A-4050 Traun / Austria
E-Mail: christine.fiegert@delfortgroup.com
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delfort paper mill OP papírna, s.r.o. in Olšany / Czech
Rebulic

PM5 OP papírna, s.r.o.
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